**BLUR SYNOPSIS AND CHARACTERS**

**SYNOPSIS**
This comedic drama follows young Dot DiPrima as she confronts the ways in which her world and wisdom evolve after discovering she’s losing her eyesight. Life is wonderfully safe in the eccentric world of Dot Di Prima and her mother, until the day Dot is diagnosed with a genetic disease that will cause her to gradually lose her vision. Now Dot must learn how to find and create relationships with friends and family guided by her heart rather than her sight. With the help of her boyfriend, best friend, and a wayward priest, Dot discovers the kind of vision needed not only to prevail over this disease — but to thrive with spirit, humor, and hope. Never self-pitying, only spirited and spiritual, Dot rebuilds her life, creating a family of society’s outsiders whose true beauty isn’t always visible to the human eye. The people and experiences she draws to her take her on a comedic and compassionate ride to a place of true vision.

**CHARACTERS**
DOT  
MOM  
FATHER O. O’HARA – the priest in Dot’s church  
JOEY JOE D’AMICO, Dot’s boyfriend  
FRANCIS BUTANE, Dot’s friend (a girl)  
Numerous other characters, including EYE DOCTOR, BLIND STUDENT, HAND-JOB GUY, DRIVE-THRU VOICE, ZOO VOICE